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When Kristina Klausen joined eBay in 2003, she thought she’d spend the rest of her career at an established
corporate company while raising her kids. She joined at a time when the e-commerce giant was just
beginning to grow rapidly, seeing double-digit growth each year.

“A number of my jobs didn't exist before I had gotten there,” she recounted from the office of a startup she
founded called PandaTree, which resides in a separate small unit in the back of her Palo Alto home. But
Klausen was one of many women who would find themselves unexpectedly diving head-first into trying to
grow their own successful companies.

Klausen didn't know it at the time, but she and others like her — namely, a network of women with families
who all worked at the company — would become a tribe of sorts. Where sister company PayPal ended up
producing a group of ambitious male entrepreneurs who went on to create Tesla, Linkedin and YouTube (the
fraternity that Fortune magazine famously dubbed the "PayPal Mafia"), eBay would be the incubator for a
special sisterhood. 

In 2014, Klausen took a leap of faith and quit the job she loved at eBay to start PandaTree, a foreign
language-learning platform. She leaned on fellow eBay alumni to make her move, and would end up being a
go-to person for several other women who would do the same.

Among them:

Mauria Finley, who launched and sold one company for $46.5 million before starting a personal fashion
styling subscription box platform called Allume;
Ritu Narayan, who founded Zum, a kid-friendly ridesharing service;
Stella Ma, who co-created Little Passports, a startup that delivers travel souvenirs and hands-on education
activities for kids; and
Stephanie Tilenius, who started the health software platform Vida Health and who has invested in Finley's
company.

At least four different eBay alumni have either invested or advised in Finley’s companies, Finley said.

Ma said one of her first investors was Michael Dearing, a former senior vice president at eBay who also
invested in Klausen's company PandaTree. Narayan, though her time at eBay didn't overlap with Dearing's,
said she approached him early on for fundraising advice after an introduction from one of the female eBay
alumnae. She called the meeting "critical" to her company getting off the ground.
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"EBay had way more than its fair share of operating exec talent back in the day, and these women are among
the very best part of that alumni group," Dearing told the Silicon Valley Business Journal, adding that they
are "unique" founders. “Some things they have in common: grit, curiosity, creativity to unwind tricky
situations. They also embrace the product and the business side. Designing an A++ customer experience is
as important as understanding the unit economics. These founders are all over both.”

Mindshare included, all of these women credited the culture of eBay — which at the time had a workforce
that was 42 percent female, a higher representation of women than is common in tech companies today —
for giving them the professional foundation from which to launch their own endeavors.

“For the first time, I was in a situation where I didn't feel like a minority,” Narayan said. “Before that, I've been
a computer engineer and one of five female students in a class of 300, and that's pretty much repeated
itself in most tech companies I worked at.”

Another unique aspect was the timing of when the women started their own companies. They became
founders after having secure, established careers and families, Finley said, noting that it was also at a time
where there were fewer female-led companies, let alone startups.

“There's not that many women our age starting companies,” she said. “When I go to any ‘women in tech’
events, it’s mostly fairly young women, but they were pretty senior women founding companies — they
(fellow eBayers) walked away from really big jobs to go do it.”

Speaking to Silicon Valley’s overwhelming lack of diversity in more recent years, Finley said she thinks the
eBay alumnae are a prime example of the qualified women who reside in Silicon Valley and are often
overlooked in the “pipeline” theory.

“We had a lot of senior women on my eBay team and there's so many super-talented women, so I think
there's a visibility problem,” she said. One in particular was Deb Liu, who spent eight years in director roles
at both eBay and PayPal and now leads Facebook’s Marketplace, and who was a keynote speaker at
Facebook’s annual developer conference last year.

When asked about eBay’s culture, Finley added that things like sexual harassment, which grew in allegations
in the Valley in recent years, wouldn’t have been tolerated.

“Some of these bad behaviors you’re seeing today — they (eBay executives) just didn't allow it,” Finley said
frankly. “There was no tolerance for people who were (crappy), and I would credit that to John.”

"John" refers to then-CEO John Donahoe. Finley and Klausen both credit Donahoe, who is now chief
executive officer at ServiceNow, and his leadership for fostering an environment of good behavior.

Women at various levels said they felt encouraged to try big problems with full autonomy and support,
therefore fueling independence and instilling confidence into employees who otherwise may not have felt
empowered to launch their own businesses: “When they (eBay) gave me a job to run the Categories
(product), it was unlike any other job I ever had and, on paper, I had no experience to do so,” Finley said.
“They trusted me even though that was not the rational step.”

If you look at all the women, Narayan said, they started mission-oriented companies.

“I would see sellers in remote corners of the world making a livelihood from the platform, and it was very
inspiring for people,” she said. “My company was started as a very personal need of mine where I had this
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issue when my children started going to school of how I would transport them to school while still working
in a tech career. I wanted to build a marketplace that had the scale of eBay and a high level of trust on top of
it for providing for the families.”

While the network of eBay women might not have the same cachet as the PayPal Mafia, Klausen thinks it’s
only a matter of time. The women, many of whom stay in touch as friends and advisers to this day, have
become prone to building on each other's successes.

And while her company, which raised a $1.5 million funding round last summer, is small, PandaTree has
ambitions to help children everywhere learn foreign languages.

“I can imagine that if I possibly left eBay earlier, I might've gone to another big company, I might not have
felt as confident to try this, and frankly I might not have had the idea,” Klausen said. “Seeing these other
women who had ventured out and were reporting back from the front lines saying, ‘Hey, it's OK, you can do
it!’ There was an aspect of timing to it.”
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